
 

 
 

 

 

BRILLIANCE ON THE GO  

VX 680 is available in a Wi-Fi/Bluetooth to provide more 
brilliance on the go. Packed with performance, including 
optional integrated contactless and a large, color, 
touch  screen. And all on the proven VX platform – making 
it the perfect choice for businesses on the go. 

SMALL IN SIZE, BIG IN ATTENTION 
Sporting the fastest device processor in the industry at 
ARM 11, VX 680 can speed through transactions like no 
other competitive device.  The color touch screen makes 
it easier to see and understand the prompts on the 
screen.  This results in less merchant training for 
everyone.   

With a long battery life, VX 680 can process more 
transactions without having to be near a power supply.  
For mobile merchants, VX 680 can process more for less. 
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VX 680 WI-FI/BLUETOOTH 
 

PERFECT FOR RESTAURANTS 
With EMV coming to the U.S., restaurants need to adapt to consumers wanting to insert their 
card for increased security.  The Wi-Fi / Bluetooth option of the VX 680 is the perfect 
solution.  Small enough for portability and big enough on functionality, it can be used in the 
busiest restaurants.  The Wi-Fi / Bluetooth communications lets it become part of the 
restaurants network and rely on custom-built point-of-sale systems.   

PACKED WITH PERFORMANCE 

VX 680 is packed with performance including EMV contact & contactless, NFC-ready, ARM 11 
processor, triple track magnetic stripe reader, tons of memory for multiple applications, Wi-Fi / 
Bluetooth connectivity on the base and superior reliability.  
 

For more information, contact your VeriFone sales representative. 


